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October 6, 1992

Dr. Thomas C. Meredith
President
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101
Dear Tom :
As requested by you, I am p l eased to forward h erewi th a copy
of the talk that I made for the Lancaster society at Western
Kentucky University.
I am flattered that you requested a copy and accordingly,
it ' s a real pleasure to forward same to you.
With best personal regards.
Sincerely ,

RBP:ks
Enc'losure

Good evening ladies and gentlemen. It's a
real pleasure for me to be here.

I have to

confess to a touch of nervousness when I stop to
think: of the illustrious people that I follow to
this podium. I suspect that you too have some
questions. With that thought in mind, it seems
to be in order to share with you the real reason
that Dr. Logan invited me to speak this evening.
As I'm sure all of you know, Dr. Logan is a
real astute gentleman not only in medical
matters, but in fiscal matters as well .

Dr.

Logan and I serve on the Board of Directors of

the Ohio Valley National Bank - those of you
who have served in this capacity know that it is
required that a GAP report be made at each
regular Directors meeting.

GAP means just

what it says - the GAP between RSA to RSL
and can become quite complicated.

In the

absence of the Chief Financial Officer at a
recent meeting, I presented the GAP report!
I'm sure that Dr. Logan determined that anyone
with that much courage was qualified to speak
to any group!! ergo, here I am!!
Seriously ladies and gentlemen,
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I am

honored to be here - my wife, Hattie Louise
Paff Preston, and I met on this campus some 53
years ago - it' s always a pleasure for us to come
home.
I was fortunate to be one of Dr. Lank's
students! I still have memories, or should I say
nightmares, of Comparative Anatomy tests that
involved identifying sundry things in various
specimens etc., pointed out by # arrows. It's a
special pleasure to participate in a function in
,.

his honor.
Most of you here tonight are educators,
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medical

doctors,

or

are

prominent

representatives of these or related fields. When
asked to address this group, my first thought
was what can I say to a group of people who
epitomize success in their chosen fields? After
agonizing over this question for weeks, I kept
coming back to the same conclusion; stick with
something that you know, is foreign to but
related to their field of expertise. Consequently,
my remarks tonight will be directed to "The
Other Choice"; Starting your own business!!
My

other

choice

focused
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on

chemical

distribution and light chemical manufacturing.
I graduated from Western in August of 1940
with a BS Degree in Chemistry and Biology.
Prior to graduating, I had the good sense to
marry my bride of some 52 years.
Jobs in those days were still hard to come by
- the depression of the 30's was still with us;
although the rumblings of WWII were on the
horizon.

The economy was beginning to

respond to the war time needs of our allies.
"

My first real job was that of a bench chemist
at an ordinance plant operated by the E.I.
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DuPont Company. We made TNT, Tetryl, and
a lot of the intermediates necessary to make
those products.
Due to age and job classification, I did not
enter the war until early 1944 and was
discharged from the Navy in mid '46.
Post war employment for me began in mid
1946 with General Chemical in South Chicago,
and thus began a whole new world. We made
R 2SO, RCI, Al2 Chloride, Sodium Silicate and
Sodium Meta Silicate, plus reagent mineral
acids.
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Life with General Chemical was tough - an
old plant pushed beyond its limits in WWII and
totally inadequate for the post war economy. At
least 112 of my weekends were spent in the
plant worrying with one assorted breakdown
after another.
The fall of 1947 was a traumatic time for me
- September 22 was the date PB & S was
founded - appropriately enough it is also my
wife's birthday!!
PB & S - Preston, Butler & Sommers. Two
of my colleagues, Dick Butler, Vern Sommers,
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and I joined together to form PB & S Chemical.
Our purpose was to refine the commercial
grades of H 2S0 4 , HCI and HN03 to chemically
pure grades. We also made CPNH4 0H.
In order to shorten an already lengthy story ,
Sommers did not come into the business due to
some

unexpected

personal

considerations.

Nonetheless, Butler and I pushed ahead albeit
with reduced capital and all that entailed.

At

this time, I joined the Naval reserve . I liked the
Navy and I also needed the money.
Our little plant, constructed at Henderson,
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Kentucky, operated with a varying degree of
success which is another way of saying we kept
our heads above the water. I might add that the
two of us operated the plant twenty-four hours
per day, seven days a week for limited periods
of time.
The next major blow came on September 22,
1950.

I was recalled to the U.S. Navy.

Following two and one-half years of service, I
returned to Henderson. In my absence, Butler
operated the business. On my return, he wanted
to buy my half of the business - we ultimately
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came to a buy or sell offer. On November 20,

1953, I bought. At the time of purchase, our
sales for the ten months and twenty days of

1953 were $80,000. At that point the BS came
out of P.B. & S. and we 've been tough ever

.
SInce.
Owning your own business can be a scary
experience - especially if you have substantial
debt - little cash and a world of ambition - not
to mention three employees that look to you for
their weekly pay check!
We forged ahead!!

Not fast, but forward .
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At this time, I opted to change directions from
manufacturing and distillation to distribution. I
shut the

stills

down

in

late

1954 and

concentrated on selling what formerly had been
our raw materials and distributed the chemicals
we had previously made as well as assorted
chemicals used by industry in various industrial
processes.
Lest you

wonder

about the

chemical

distribution industry, these facts should give you
an idea of its size. In 1990, total chemical sales
through chemical distribution was $30 billion or
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12 % of US chemical industry.

Of that $30

billion, $12 billion or 40 % were industrial
chemicals. The remaining $18 billion is made
up

of ag

chemicals,

pesticides , plastics ,

pharmaceuticals , and specialty chemicals. Most
major chemical producers sell between 25 and
30 % of their products that are available for
distribution through distributors.
1956 Was a memorable year. As you might
suspect, as the sole sales person for the
company I traveled a great deal and driving
occupied a large part of my time. In the quest
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for a better way to do my job, I stopped at the
Owensboro, Kentucky airport.

Some sixteen

training hours later, PB & S was the proud
owner of a new Cessna 172 airplane!

Flying

continued to be a passion through nine different
airplanes, including two jets and thirty-five
years.

1988 saw the end of my flying career

when I failed my flight physical. My log book
showed about 8,000 hours.

1957

Saw the founding of our first branch

in Paducah, Kentucky . Our primary interest in
that area was Calvert City, home of a large
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chemical manufacturing complex as well as the
Atomic Energy Works at Kevil, Kentucky.
Paducah was started as Preston Chemical, but
was subsequently changed to PB & S.

1959 We opened a branch in Columbus,
Indiana

-

some

Henderson.

160

In 1960,

miles

northeast

of

we expanded the

Henderson plant by acquiring additional acreage
and building our first Cl2 repacking plant.

1960 Bowling Green, Kentucky
1963 Lexington, Kentucky
1968

We

expanded
14

to

the

east

by

(

establishing a small distribution facility and Cl,
repacking plant at Proctor, West Virginia.

1968

We opened a new facility in South

Charleston, West Virginia that included a
C, repacking plant. To this day, PB & S has

the only repacking plant in Kentucky and the
(

only two repacking plants in West Virginia.
The company is perhaps the third or fourth
largest C1 2 repacker in the US - having added
repacking facilities at Chattanooga, Tennessee
and Orlando, Florida.

1968 We acquired Opalco Labs, a chemical
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distributor in McKeesport, Pennsylvania, a
suburb of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

1969 Saw our first expansion into the deep
south. We opened a branch at St. Petersburg,
Florida which also included a repacking plant.

1974 We acquired Metro Chemical at
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

1977 We acquired the industrial distribution
facilities of GAF - a nationally known company
with

headquarters

in

NYC

and

.
major

distribution facilities in Tennessee. We took a
giant step forward by acquiring branches in
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Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Johnson
City, Tennessee, and Huntsville, Alabama. PB
& S had really moved into the fast lane. We
had our work cut out for us - each company you
acquire or become a part of has its own
philosophy; its distinct personality. The success
of any merger or acquisition is directly
proportional to the skill with which you meld
them together.

1980 We were determined to expand our
Florida operations by opening a new facility in
Orlando . This facility was not completed until
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1983 - due to difficulty in obtaining permits for
every phase of the operation. Orlando remains
one of our prettiest operations albeit a large part
of our new Henderson complex was patterned
after Orlando.

1984 On the heels of the Orlando expansion,
came the expansion at Henderson, Kentucky
which involved a completely new facility located
on 36 acres west of town.

It's a model

operation and is known in trade circles as the
best of its kind.

The move was completed in

1986.
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1986 We acquired our first river terminal
facility in Dunbar, W VA consisting of 40 acres
and major tankage. Also in 1986, we built a
new facility in Georgetown, Kentucky to replace
our Lexington facility.
opening

of a

small

1986 also saw the
facility

in Jackson,

Tennessee.
1987 We acquired a facility in Jacksonville,
Florida from one of our competitors. Also in
1987, we began construction of new facilities in
Huntsville, Alabama.

This same year we

opened up shop in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida in
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leased facilities

to

complete our planned

expansion in that state.
In April 1989, our sales for eleven months
exceeded $100,000,000 for the first time. Total
number of employees was 567.

Our rank

among chemical distributors was tenth in the
US.

(Capped 40 years of intensive and often

frantic activity).
As our firm grew in size and reputation, we
became attractive to larger firms, both national
and international, both within and outside of the
chemical distribution industry.
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I used to say

that I felt unwanted if I didn't get propositioned
at least once a month.

In late 1988, I was approached by a
representative of Stennis, A.G.

- a West

German company with headquarters in Mulheim
Germany. Stennis has gross revenues in the $9
billion range and they are a part of Veba (a
huge German conglomerate) which has total
annual gross revenues of $28 billion + and they
own Prussian Electric.

They have a great

balance sheet with lots of hard assets and
unlimited capability.
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How do you sell your company - which is as
much a part of you as eating and breathing - the
answer is with great difficulty.
I spent three months agonizing over the
question - out of this came the realization that
for the betterment of the people of PB & S, the
sale of the company prior to the my death was
a far better proposition than going the other
route.

Inheritance taxes and gift taxes are

confiscatory in the U. S. today . You may be
able to pay estate taxes over a nine year period,
but when you think of a company that goes nine
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years without growth, the end product may not
be worthwhile.
Once these end points had been reached, we
moved along rather quickly with negotiations
such that the sale of the company was finalized
July 17, 1989.
The toughest part was telling our people of
the sale. I did this via video tape played at all
branches simultaneously.
A part of the deal was that I would remain
as president and CEO for a period of two years
or April 30, 1991.
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I personally visited every branch twice over
this period of time - once to explain in depth
why I sold the company, and to tell them
something about our new owners. The second
visit was to introduce my successor and to say
good-bye. Many of these people have been with
the company in excess of thirty years.
Thus 42 years of service, 40 as owner and
2 as President & CEO of PB & S Chemical
Company came to an end.
It was a fun trip and one that I would

unhesitatingly

recommend
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for

serious

consideration - let me hasten to add it is not an
arena for the faint hearted.
must have

First of all, you

the total support of your spouse,

total confidence in yourself, and faith in the
future - which in the end, it is pretty much what
we make it. You must have a burning ambition
to participate in this type of endeavor - you
must aspire to total responsibility.
Provide your customers with a quality
product - whether manufactured or distributed,
or both - when they want it, where they want it,
at a price they can afford, and they will stay
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with you.
I was introduced to statistical process control
in 1986 - it gets everybody involved and is truly
a great concept that borders on perfection.
I am a firm believer in Dr. Edward
Demming - the reigning quality guru - a number
of his fourteen points have become second
nature to me.

My favorite, "Every person

deserves the right to take pride in his work!"
Most

quality

management.

problems,

85 %,

start

with

Your people sense your mood

changes. They know you better than you do 26

they know when its just conversation or the real
thing. How long do you maintain constancy of
purpose?

Another of Demmings fourteen

points.
People have astounding capabilities if you
will give them a chance to do their best work.
We operated our company on one all
important precept,

"People are our most

important asset!! I recommend it to you."
A lot of things go into making the decision
to go into business for yourself. With me it was
a lifelong dream, so mine was more a question
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of what type of business.
Some things to remember.
There's

no

substitute

for

knowledge.

Experience is expensive - if possible, let
somebody else pay for it!!
Most businesses go broke because they don't
know their costs. The average life of a business
is twenty eight years.
Build your business on an essential product.
Pick something that is required if a segment of
industry is to operate.
People can make or break you - especially
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your own.
Listen to ideas - don't be afraid to change
your mind. Don't second guess yourself.
Never, ever forget that quality and service
are partners.
cause.

One without the other is a lost

Share with your people - keep them

informed!! Let them participate.
Folks, this has been a fun evening for me.
Thank you for letting me share with you my
"Other Choice"!!
Thank you and good night .

.\
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